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Factions .................................................. Lynn Glassock

Blue Motion ............................................. Stephen Whibley

   Garrett Stannard and Kenny Sager, percussion

Speak Gently ............................................. Luigi Zaninelli

Soundscape ............................................. Elliot Del Borgo

Tortoise Efficiency ..................................... Brad Dutz

   Kenny Sager and Garrett Stannard, drumset

Ghanaia .................................................. Matthias Schmitt/ arr. Sadlo

   Renee Honn, marimba soloist

Concerto for Marimba, Movement III .................... Eric Ewazen

   Lauren McKinley, marimba

On Fire .................................................. Michel Camilo/ arr. Argenzio&McDonald

   Kenny Sager, drumset Garrett Stannard, congas and vibes
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